
Boys Travel Assessments

Check In:
• Players should arrive 15 minutes prior to assessment time to check in
• Current players should wear HYS practice jersey with number on the back
• New players can wear anything & will receive a numbered sticker to put on back
• Players should bring a properly inflated ball, water bottle and wear shin guards.

Warm Up:
10 minutes 1. Dynamic Stretching: High knees, Butt kicks, Toy soldiers, RDLs, Skaters,

Open gates, Close gates,
2. Passing Lanes: Dribble at speed to end with soft hand off – both feet Dribble at

speed and pass at hallway mark – both feet

Player Assessment Process: Boys overall travel assessments consist of several components
which include: coaches player evaluations, game play evaluations, and the skill related drill
assessments listed below.

Skills Challenge
Players will be divided up into groups of 5-6 and assigned a coach, trainer or high school
player to guide them through the different skill stations.

● Juggling: Each player will get 4 attempts; U09 and U10 (7v7) players will be allowed to start
with the ball in their hands.  U11 and above must start with the ball on the ground.

● Shooting: Players will shoot from various distances attempting to hit back of the net while the
ball is in the air. Distances vary by age group.

● Dribbling: Players will dribble through cones which are approx 3ft apart and then perform a
speed dribble around the last cone which is approx 30yrds away. This is a timed drill.

● Trapping and Passing: A coach will toss a ball into the air. Players must gain immediate control
of the ball and pass it back to the thrower. Each player will get a total of 12 attempts (4 foot, 4
chest, 4 thigh).

● Scrimmage: Depending on the amount of players in attendance, there will be a 2v2 / or up to
6v6 short scrimmage component.

For more detailed information on the assessment drill instructions listed above, please reach out to the
boys travel director.


